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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Kedd Limited have been commissioned to undertake an update Preliminary Ecological

Appraisal (PEA) to determine the ecological status for land off Denford Road, Ringstead,

Northamptonshire (hereafter referred to as the site).

The PEA report was required in order to update the previous PEA undertaken by FPCR in

2021.

The objectives of the PEA are to ascertain the habitat types and key ecological issues relating

to the development proposal. This includes identifying potential impacts upon designated

species and habitats and determining whether there is a need for more detailed surveys of

notable plant and animal species.

Sufficient ecological information is required to fully inform the site design and development.

This report identifies the ecological constraints within the site and makes recommendations

for further ecological surveys.

The adoption of the mitigation proposals will enable the project to satisfy current UK and

European legal wildlife requirements, as well as national and local planning regulations. All

public bodies have statutory obligations under the Natural Environment and Rural

Communities Act 2006 to conserve and enhance biodiversity.

Supporting documents have been provided for the report which includes the Phase 1

Habitat drawing in Appendix A, Site photographs in Appendix B, Wildlife Legislation in

Appendix C, the proposed Site Layout in Appendix D. and the proposed Landscape layout in

Appendix E.

Scope of works

The Preliminary Ecological Appraisal comprises the following elements:

• Desktop study of available site information;

• Phase 1 Habitat survey of the site;

• Assessment of the potential impacts of the proposed scheme;

• Appraisal of the requirements for further survey work; and
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• Appraisal of the requirements for mitigation and potential for enhancement

measures.

Site Location and Description

The land surveyed and centred on Ordnance Survey grid ref. SP 9882 7502 lies south of

Denford Road, Ringstead, Northamptonshire and adjacent the east of Raunds Road.

The Site comprised a horse feed factory unit of three buildings and an associated farm shop

(Nene Valley Country Store) fronting Denford Road and fields to the rear. At its north-

western edge adjacent the factory further single storey sheds were recorded in association

with tree cover.

The surrounding land to the south, east and west comprised arable and pasture fields within

a network of hedgerows and a few small woods. Existing residential development of

Ringstead village was to the north and Kinewell Lake and the River Nene corridor

(encompassing local, national and international designations for wildlife) was to the west.

Proposed Development

The proposals are to construct 35 new residential buildings on the site in conjunction with

new infrastructure which includes access roads, footpaths, car parking and amenity

grassland gardens.
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2.0 NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND PLANNING POLICY

This section summarises the legislation and planning policy in relation to ecology and

biodiversity within the UK.

Legislation

A number of different Acts and Regulations refer to the protection of wildlife and habitats

and have been outlined in Appendix C. It is recommended that the full legislation texts are

referred to when dealing with individual cases and further legal advice is obtained where

required. Protected species licences may be required to further comply with this legislation

prior to the implementation of the project.

Wildlife legislation potentially relevant to this project includes –

• The Environment Act 2021;

• The Wildlife and Countryside Act (WCA) 1981 (as amended);

• The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended);

• The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC) 2006;

• The Countryside and Rights of Way Act (CRoW) Act 2000;

• The Protection of Badgers Act 1992; and

• The Hedgerow Regulations 1997.

National Planning Policy

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2021) paragraphs 174 to 182 sets out the

Government’s policies inter alia on protection of biodiversity through the planning system.

These policies are expected to be incorporated into development planning documents at

regional and local scales and are also of material considerations for individual planning

applications.

In relation to biodiversity, the NPPF (Paragraph 108d) states that opportunities to improve

biodiversity in and around developments should be integrated as part of their design,

especially where this can secure measurable net gains for biodiversity or enhance public

access to nature where this is appropriate.
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The NPPF (Paragraph 174) states that ‘Planning policies and decisions should contribute to

and enhance the natural and local environment by:

a) protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or geological value and

soils (in a manner commensurate with their statutory status or identified quality in the

development plan);

b) recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside, and the wider benefits

from natural capital and ecosystem services – including the economic and other benefits

of the best and most versatile agricultural land, and of trees and woodland;

c) maintaining the character of the undeveloped coast, while improving public access to it

where appropriate;

d) minimising impacts on and providing net gains for biodiversity, including by establishing

coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures’.

The NPPF (Paragraph 180) advises that the following principles should be applied by the

Local Planning Authority when determining planning applications:

a) if significant harm to biodiversity resulting from a development cannot be avoided

(through locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated,

or, as a last resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused;

b) development on land within or outside a Site of Special Scientific Interest, and which is

likely to have an adverse effect on it (either individually or in combination with other

developments), should not normally be permitted. The only exception is where the

benefits of the development in the location proposed clearly outweigh both its likely

impact on the features of the site that make it of special scientific interest, and any

broader impacts on the national network of Sites of Special Scientific Interest;

c) development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as

ancient woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused, unless there are wholly

exceptional reasons and a suitable compensation strategy exists; and

d) development whose primary objective is to conserve or enhance biodiversity should be

supported; while opportunities to incorporate biodiversity improvements in and around

developments should be encouraged, especially where this can secure measurable net

gains for biodiversity or enhance public access to nature where this is appropriate.
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3.0 ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Desktop Study

To accurately assess the potential ecological impacts of the scheme, a desktop study has

been undertaken to identify the presence of sensitive ecological receptors at the site and

within the surrounding area.  Data has been obtained from a range of information sources

including:

• Multi-Agency Geographic Information for the Countryside (MAGIC);and

• The previous ecological information which included a search from

Northamptonshire Biodiversity Record Centre (NBRC) and Northamptonshire Bat

Group (NBG).

A review of OS maps and satellite imagery was undertaken to establish the local context

within which the study area sits and to identify whether any natural features of interest,

particularly ponds, were located within 250m of the site.

Ecological Walkover Survey

This assessment follows the methodology of a Phase 1 Habitat Survey, which aims to identify

the specialist habitats that are niche to certain flora and fauna species. The methodology

used for this survey implements those detailed by the Institute of Environmental Assessment

(EIA) (1995) and the Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) (2010). In addition,

habitats have also been classified using the UK Habitat Classification (UKHAB) in order to

allow the habitats to be entered into the Defra Metric 4 for the purpose of Biodiversity Net

Gain Assessment Criteria.

The site visit was required to map out the location of Phase 1 Habitat/UK Habitat

Classification types to ensure they are up to date. The survey’s other purpose was to attempt

to locate the presence or possibility of notable species. This survey was undertaken on the

21st August 2023 by Principal ecologist Steven Pagett of Kedd Limited. The weather

conditions during the survey were sunshine with light air (1 on the Beaufort Scale), with 20%

cloud cover and starting temperature of 18°C.

The survey recorded any evidence of the species groups outlined below, including habitat

features with the potential to support them:
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• Particularly specially protected species;

• Animal species protected under UK legislation and European legislation;

• Botanical species within each habitat groups onsite;

• Invasive species, particularly Japanese Knotweed, (Fallopia japonica) and Giant

Hogweed, (Heracleum mantegazzianum) which are listed under UK legislation.

This information allowed the requirement for more detailed species surveys to be

evaluated.

Bats

Any buildings and trees within the site were assessed from the ground for potential features

that may be used by bats for roosting (e.g. missing tiles, holes in brickwork, gaps in soffit

boxes) along with any direct evidence of bats (e.g. droppings and urine staining). An internal

inspection was also conducted wherever access allowed with the three onsite buildings,

looking for signs of bats from the inside of the building. The potential for the buildings to

support bat roosts was ranked in accordance with the criteria set out in the Bat Conservation

Trust’s ‘Bat Surveys for Professional Ecologist: Good Survey Guidelines’ (Collins, 2016):

• Negligible Suitability - Negligible habitat features on site likely to be used by roosting

bats.

• Low Suitability – A structure with one or more potential roost sites that could be

used by individual bats opportunistically. However, these potential roost sites do

not provide enough space, shelter, protection, appropriate conditions and/or

suitable surrounding habitat to be used on a regular basis or by larger numbers of

bats (i.e. unlikely to be suitable for maternity or hibernation). A tree of sufficient

size and age to contain PRF’s (Potential Roosting Features) but with none seen from

the ground or features seen with only very limited roosting potential.

• Moderate Suitability – A structure or tree with one or more potential roost sites

that could be used by bats due to their size, shelter, protection, conditions and

surrounding habitat but unlikely to support a roost of high conservation status (with

respect to roost type only – the assessments are made irrespective of species

conservation status, which is established after presence is confirmed).
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• High Suitability – A structure or tree with one or more potential roost sites that are

obviously suitable for use by large number of bats on a more regular basis and

potentially for longer periods of time due to their size, shelter, protection,

conditions and surrounding habitat.

Update ground tree assessments were undertaken with the aid of a torch and binoculars

(where appropriate) on the above dates by Steven Pagett, Principal Ecologist of Kedd

Limited as part of the PEA Survey Assessment (Bat Licence Number: 2018-34022 CLS-CLS).

Potential Roosting Features (PRF) which were sought based on the previous PEA Assessment

and Arbouricultural Assessment.

External and internal building inspections were also undertaken as part of the update PEA

Assessment. The interior and exterior of building was visually assessed for features such as

gaps in stonework or under barge/soffit/fascia boards and gaps at gable ends or door frames

that have the potential to provide access points/roost sites for bats. Evidence that bats

actively use potential access points includes staining within gaps and bat droppings or urine

staining under gaps, a note being made wherever these were present.

Indicators that potential access points had not recently been used include the presence of

cobwebs and general detritus within potential access points.

HSI Methodology

The Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for great crested newt (Triturus cristatus)(GCN) was

developed by Oldham et al. (2000).  HSI is a numerical index, between 0 and 1. 0 indicates

unsuitable habitat, 1 represents optimal habitat. The HSI for GCN incorporates ten suitability

indices, all of which are factors thought to affect GCN. These ten suitability indices are:

• Geographic location;

• Pond area;

• Pond drying;

• Water quality;

• Shade;

• Presence of waterfowl;
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• Presence of fish;

• Number of linked ponds;

• • Terrestrial habitat; and

• Macrophytic coverage.

A score is then assigned for each criteria between 0 and 1, with a total score then produced

that provides the overall suitability for each waterbody. The overall pond suitability is then

determined according to the scale set out in Table 1 below.

HSI score Pond Suitability

< 0.5 Poor

0.5 – 0.59 Below Average

0.6 – 0.69 Average

0.7 – 0.79 Good

> 0.8 Excellent
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4.0 DESKTOP STUDY

Statutory Designated Sites

There are no Statutory Designated sites located within the site boundary. The closest

Statutory Designated site is the Upper Nene Valley Special Protection Area (SPA), Ramsar

and Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). This site is located approximately 590m west of

the Site.

The SPA designation is for 1% or more of the UK population of Annex I (Directive

2009/147/EC) which contains the species bittern (Botaurus stellaris) and golden plover

(Pluvialis apricaria). Other species present also include frequent numbers of gadwall (Anas

strepera). The Ramsar designation is for habitats supporting resting and feeding conditions

for over 20,000 wintering wildfowl; and over 1% of the population of mute swan (Cygnus

olor) and gadwall. The SSSI designation is for the sites breeding bird assemblage which

includes the largest nesting colony of grey heron (Ardea cinerea) in Northamptonshire and

assemblage of over 20,000 wintering waterbirds.

Non – Statutory Designated Sites

There is one Non-Statutory Designated Site within 2km of the site boundary. This was the

Kinewell Lake Local Nature Reserve (LNR), part of the above statutory designations is also

around 590m west of the Site and is a statutory designation for recreation in a natural

setting. The same area is further designated a non-statutory Local Wildlife Site (LWS)(ref.

E744) for its wetland habitat.

Species Records

Bats

Bat records for the vicinity included the following:

• Pipistrelle Pipistrellus sp. roost, 2017, Mountbatten Drive, Ringstead.

• Brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus roost, 2010, Church Street, Ringstead.

• Grounded pipistrelle bat, 2009, Carlow Road, Ringstead.
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The boundary woodlands and hedgerow formed a small network of connectivity across the

site with connectivity beyond to hedgerows, small woodlands and the River Nene valley

(including Kinewell Lakes) in the vicinity.

Bat Roost surveys were conducted on the 27th September 2021, the 15th of June 2022 and

also on the 28th September 2022. Two common pipistrelles (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) were

observed emerging from building 5 during the 2021 survey. No bats were recorded during

the two 2022 surveys.

Bat Activity surveys were also conducted during the 2022 survey season. This included

deploying static bat detectors across the site.

During the static detector surveys and the bat activity transects, the following bat species

were recorded: common pipistrelle, soprano pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pygmaeus), myotis

species (Myotis sp.), noctule (Nyctalus noctule), brown-long eared (Plecotus auratus),

barbastelle bat (Barbastella barbastellus) and Nathusius pipistrelle (Pipistrellus nathusii).

The static detectors located around the site recorded a relatively low number of

registrations considering the number of detectors deployed over the survey period and the

size of the site. With an average of 254 registrations per night per static detector unit across

the 35 nights of deployment, the site is not considered exceptional for bat activity.

The transects identified that activity levels across the site were relatively low. Bats utilised

broadleaved woodland and trees lining the site boundary for foraging and commuting.

The previous bat assessment stated ‘A large section of the internal hedge is being lost under

current proposals; however, this is associated with low bat activity”.

The previous bat report also states “The transects identified that activity levels across the

site were relatively low. Bats utilised broadleaved woodland and trees lining the site

boundary for foraging and commuting”.

Great Crested Newt (Triturus cristatus) (GCN)

There were no records of GCN returned within 500m of the site boundary.
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Reptiles

Records for grass snake (Natrix Helvetica) have been recorded at Kinewell Lake which is

located approximately 590m from the site boundary.

Other Species records

There were no other species records identified within the previous PEA Assessment.
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5.0 SITE SURVEY FINDINGS

The site survey conducted on 21st August 2023 had findings largely similar to that of the

previous site survey conducted as part of the Ecological Appraisal undertaken by FPCR in

2021. The section below summarises the findings of the survey, as well as identifying if any

further surveys are required in support of the proposed development.

Flora

Habitats recorded during the site survey have been categorised in line with JNCC Phase 1

Habitat Classification. The UK Habitat Classification definition has also been provided for

each habitat. The distribution of habitats across the sites is shown on the Phase 1 Habitat

Plan attached in Appendix A. These habitat types are described within the following sub

sections.

A selection of photographs taken during the walkover survey are included in appendix B.

The level of protection to which specific habitats receive consideration within the planning

system depends on a number of factors, including:

• The Inclusion within specific policy, i.e. veteran trees, ancient woodland and linear

habitats in NPPF, or non-statutory site designation;

• Identification as a habitat of principal importance for biodiversity under the NERC

Act 2006 and identification as a Local Biodiversity Action Plan or Priority Habitat; and

• Under the NPPF, any development should seek to contribute a net gain in

biodiversity where possible.

Broad leaved woodland (JNCC Code A1.1.1 – UK Habitat Classification – Other Woodland –

broad leaved)

As with the previous ecological survey, there are three small woodland compartments

located within the site boundary. These are located around the periphery of the site and are

also bordered two fields in narrows strips between 5-7m wide. BW2 is located adjacent

Rounds Road footpath and BW3 is located adjacent hardstanding factory curtilage colonised

steep ground. BW1 was on level ground and dominated by a common ash (Fraxinus

excelsior) within the canopy. The understorey of BW1 included blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)

and purging buckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica). In addition, Ivy (Hedera helix) dominated the
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ground flora and no woodland indicators were recorded. As with the previous assessment,

semi-mature planted specimens were recorded but seedlings were also absent. Open areas

were noted, and no diseased trees were observed during the assessment.

BW2 colonised a steep slope dominated by a canopy of semi-mature wych elm (Ulmus

glabra) trees. The understorey vegetation was well represented and included hawthorn

(Crataegus monogyna) and field maple (Acer campestre). There were also patches of bare

ground with patches of ivy located within the woodland. No woodland indicators or seedling

regeneration was observed within this woodland.

As with the previous assessment, both BW1 and BW2 scored as moderate condition under

the Defra 4.0 criteria. The reason for this assessment was due to the lack of deadwood,

veteran trees and poor ground flora diversity.

BW3 was located on steep slopes of the site, which in soe cases were near vertical. Semi-

mature and younger tree and shrub specimens predominated with sycamore (Acer

pseudoplatanus) and common ash the obvious constituents. As with previous woodlands,

bare soils predominated, and no woodland indicators species were recorded.

Within the Defra metric 4.0 condition assessment, BW3 scored as poor. The reason for this

assessment was due to the lack of deadwood, veteran trees and poor ground flora diversity.

There was also areas of disturbance and a limited tree / shrub diversity.

Coniferous Plantation Woodland (JNCC Code A1.2.2 – UK Habitat Classification – Other

Coniferous Woodland)

There is a small section of coniferous plantation woodland located within the centre of the

site. This woodland covers an area of 0.05ha and is dominated by Leyland cypress

(Cupressocyparis leylandii). Other species present within the woodland include sycamore

and silver birch (Betula pendula). The under-storey vegetation within the woodland was

dominated with ivy with other species such as cow parsley (Anthriscus sylvestris) common

nettle (Urtica dioica) with rare lords and ladies (Arum maculatum).

Due to the limited species diversity and structural diversity this woodland was assessed of

poor quality.
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Scattered trees (JNCC Code A3.1 – UK Habitat Classification - Rural Trees)

There are a number of scattered trees located within the site boundary. These include

mature Atlantic cedar (Cedrus atlantica), wild cherry (Prunus avium) and a number of

domestic apple trees (Malus domestica). There is also a line of mature Leyland cypress trees

which border the north-west boundary of the site.

Scrub (JNCC A2.1 – UK Habitat Classification - Bramble scrub/Blackthorn scrub)

There are two areas of scrub located within the site boundary. The northern section

compartment covers 0.03ha and is assessed as bramble scrub. The second compartment is

located within the centre of the site and is assessed as blackthorn scrub.

The blackthorn scrub is assessed as moderate within the condition assessment.

There are also patches of scattered scrub located along the western and eastern boundary

of the site.

Semi-improved species poor grassland – UK Habitat Classification – Modified grassland)

Two small grassland compartments were associated with derelict buildings at the north-

western edge of the site. The first of these is unmanaged and shaded by tree cover and

bordered by tall herbs in periphery of B5 and B6. Since the previous Creeping bent Agrostis

stolonifera dominated and tall herbs, which included common nettle and cow parsley which

were dominant at the margins. False oat-grass (Arrhenatherum elatius) was present and

germander speedwell frequent. 70% ruderal cover was recorded and no bare ground or

scrub. It should be noted that since the previous assessment grass and ruderal species have

become more dominant since the previous assessment.

SI2 is adjacent to the site fence boundary and coniferous plantation woodland. This

grassland is unmanaged and is approximately 1m high. As with the previous assessment, the

unmanaged grassland was dominated by creeping bent (Agrostis stolonifera) although red

fescue (Festuca rubra) was locally dominant. Germander speedwell and yarrow (Achillea

millefolium) were frequent and smooth hawk’s-beard (Crepis capillaris) was rare. Less than

5% ruderal and scrub cover was recorded although four semi-mature cultivated apple trees

were growing within the grassland.

F1 is small compartment of unmanaged grassland with a sward of 1m high. The species

present include Cock’s-foot (Dactylis glomerata) dominated with an average height of just
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under 1m. Creeping thistle (Cirsium arvense) was occasional; meadow buttercup

(Ranunculus acris), vervain (Verbena officinalis) and ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata),

ragwort (Jacobaea vulgaris) and cow parsley were all rare. There is also patches of bramble

forming within this area of the site.

F2 is located within the south-western corner of the site boundary and contains areas of

dense and scattered scrub across the northern extent of the compartment. As with the

other grassland compartments, this grassland was unmanaged and contained a sward up to

1m in height. Roughly 10% scrub cover; 10% tall ruderal; and no bare ground was recorded

within the grassland. Cock’s-foot dominated and creeping bent was abundant while red

fescue was frequently occurring. This concurs with the previous PEA assessment. Herbs

included frequent meadow buttercup and rare common sorrel (Rumex acetosa) and yarrow.

Cow parsley and ragwort were also rarely present.

F3 is located within the south-eastern compartment of the site boundary and contains an

open sward to a height of over 1m with a cover of approximately 30% tall ruderals. Cock’s-

foot and creeping bent dominated. Herbs were little recorded aside from more obvious tall

ruderals which included occasional patches of hogweed, cow parsley and ragwort. Yarrow

was also recorded as rare. No bare ground was recorded within the grassland.

All semi-improved grasslands within the site were assessed as modified grassland within the

UK Habitat Classification. Since the previous assessment, the grassland have become

dominated with grass species due to the lack of management and contain little species

diversity. There are no patches of bare ground within the grasslands and very little structural

variation. As a result, the grasslands within the site have been assessed as of poor quality

within the condition criteria.

Tall ruderal vegetation (JNCC Code C3.1 – UK Habitat Classification – Ruderal/ephemeral)

There is one area of tall ruderal vegetation located near the northern site boundary. This

area is comprised of cow parsley, hogweed common nettle, creeping thistle ragwort and

black horehound (Ballota nigra).

Amenity grassland (JNCC Code J1.2 – UN Habitat Classification – Modified grassland

There is a small patch of amenity grassland located within the centre of the site. This

grassland had been recently mown and in line with the previous assessment contained bent
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grasses Agrostis sp. with other species recorded including cock’s-foot, and common

dandelion (Taraxacum officinale) and greater plantain (Plantago major).

Hedgerow (JNCC Code J2.3.1 – UK Habitat Classification – Hedgerow with trees – species

rich)

The central hedgerow within the site was assessed as species rich with trees. The species

occurring were blackthorn, ash, field maple and bramble. This hedgerow was assessed

moderate condition within the Defra Metric 4.0 condition criteria.

Buildings

There is a total of 9 buildings located within the site boundary. Four of these buildings are

located within the onsite industrial works and the remaining five buildings are variations of

stable buildings.

Fauna

Bats

All bats and their roosts are afforded full legal protection under the Conservation of Habitats

and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended) and the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as

amended). The purpose of the legislation is to maintain and restore protected species to a

situation where their populations are favourable. Under Regulation 41 of the Conservation

of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended) it is illegal to deliberately capture,

injure or kill; deliberately disturb (including intentionally or recklessly) all UK bat species.

This includes disturbance which impairs their ability to: breed and rear young; migrate; and

hibernate; or affects their local distribution and abundance.

Nine buildings were recorded across the north of the Site; four associated with the factory

complex included two single storey stone-built structures (B1 & B4) and two modern factory

buildings (B2 & B3); and three to the west (B5 – B7) were single storey disused

stables/animal pens.

Two further ancillary buildings were associated with F1: a disused portacabin type structure

built of composite material with a single room and large windows (western field boundary);

and an animal shelter built of single skin sheet material and open on one side (eastern field

boundary). Neither supported opportunities for roosting bats or any evidence of their

presence.
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Please see the descriptions of buildings 1-7 in Table 1 below.

Building

Reference

Description Bat roosting features Bat Roosting

Potential

B1 Single storey stone-built

structure which is a former

barn without roof void but

lined plyboard. Pitched, pan

tiled roof. Gables present.

Internally walls faced

with blockwork

indicating a cavity

wall. Gaps in tiles and

subsidence crack and

further crevice in

western gable

Moderate

B2 Modern agricultural style

building of single-skin sheet

material (concrete asbestos)

and pitched roof of similar

material with skylights.

Supported on iron girder

frame with a 2m high

blockwork wall footing the

building. Gables present.

Large internal space

with large opening for

vehicular access.

Sheet material poorly

fitting and draughty.

Small office room also

with single-skin roof

and no sarking

Negligible

B3 Two storey factory building

constructed of corrugated

sheet steel and blockwork

with iron girder frame.

Externally and

internally lit and

subject to high noise

and vibration. Sheet

material poorly fitting

and draughty.

Negligible

B4 Single storey stone built

with pitched corrugated

sheet (single-skin) roof

supporting many skylights.

Gables present.

Internal large shop

floor space and

mezzanine storage

area going to the roof

on the eastern side.

False ceiling installed

across most the

building created a

perfunctory roof void

Negligible
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but skylights

throughout created

light conditions and

no underlining was

present.

B5 Brick built single storey

stables with pitched pan tile

roof under boarded with

timber. No roof void, gables

present. Disused. Middle

section of stables not

accessible to internal

inspection.

Shallow crevice

beneath timber lintel

on western aspect.

Half open stable door,

many gaps in tiles and

opening at centre of

northern gable.

Moderate

B6 Timber panelled horse shed

with pitched corrugated

sheet roof. Doors and

fascias tight. Gables present.

Internal space divided

into three sections

and roof underlined

with Kingspan.

Several 100mm holes

in western gable. All

internal surfaces

heavily cobwebbed.

Negligible

B7 Timber panelled horse shed

with pitched corrugated

sheet roof. Doors and

fascias tight. Gables present.

Internally divided into

two sections and

larger open across

northern aspect.

Smaller section

heavily cobwebbed

inside and roof lined

with Kingspan.

Negligible

Bat activity surveys were conducted in 2022 and the overall bat activity within the site was

assessed as low.
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Bat emergence/re-entry surveys were also conducted on two buildings within the site

boundary. Two common pipistrelle bats were observed emerging from building 5 during the

2021 survey.

There is one apple tree located within the site that within the Arbouricultural assessment

was assessed as category U. This was labelled as Tree 29. It is considered that the trunk and

general condition of this tree has degraded since the previous assessment and this tree is

subsequently considered to provide a moderate suitability for roosting bats.

Other Mammals

r

d

There is no suitable habitat to support hazel dormouse (Muscardinus avellanarius), water

vole (Arvicola amphibius) or otter (Lutra lutra).

Protected mammals are not a constraint for the proposed development, although given the

rural setting there is potential for common animals to traverse the site. Therefore, a

precautionary approach to managing any excavations during the construction phase to

ensure no accidental injury to animals is recommended as a purely precautionary approach.

Amphibians

There are no waterbodies located within the site boundary.

The unmanaged field compartments supported a deep thatch of dead material and provided

opportunities for amphibian foraging and shelter. The small woodlands, particularly BW2

and hedgerow also provided opportunities including some limited potential for hibernation.

A single pond (P1) was noted from Ordnance Survey (OS) maps approximately 360m south-

east of the Site with connectivity via grazed pasture but with woodland in close proximity

to P1 and open countryside to the east. It is considered that there is a lack of connectivity

between this waterbody and the site. This pond was an ornamental feature with pumped

water spray and was considered under HSI to be of ‘Average’ suitability for breeding GCN

(HSI score of 0.65).
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Kinewell Lakes used for coarse fishing was approximately 590m west of the Site and

separated by Station Road and existing residential development. A further pond shown on

OS maps close to the western site boundary on the opposite side of Raunds Road was

confirmed as no longer extant.

GCN were previously scoped out within the previous PEA assessment. It is considered that

this remains valid due to the lack of onsite change between onsite habitat, connectivity and

the status of the waterbodies within 500m of the site boundary.

Reptiles

The unmanaged grassland provides some suitability for foraging and sheltering reptiles with

further suitability associated with the single field boundary hedge and woodland. Records

for grass snake have been returned at Kinewell Lake with connectivity via field boundary

and roadside hedgerows to the site.

Birds

All breeding birds are protected from harm under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as

amended).

A number of common bird species were observed within the onsite woodlands during the

survey. These include, wren (Troglodytes troglodytes), blackbird (Turdus merula), blue tit

(Cyanistes caeruleus), robin (Erithacus rubecula), house martin (Delichon urbicum),

goldfinch (Carduelis carduelis) and woodpigeon (Columba palumbus).

The central onsite hedgerow is considered to provide nesting and foraging habitat for

common and opportunistic bird species.

Nesting birds are not a significant constraint for the proposed development, with

precautionary mitigation to ensure protection of nesting birds provided.
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6.0 IMPACTS

Designated Sites

The Loss of predominantly grassland habitat as a result of the proposals is not considered

likely to have a significant impact on the designated sites of the River Nene valley, including

Kinewell Lake LWS. The is further supported given the limited extent of the onsite habitats

and lack of wetland habitat for which the River Nene valley sites (Upper Nene Gravel Pits

SPA, Ramsar and SSSI) are designated.

The designating features of the above international, national and local sites (including the

nearest habitat feature – Kinewell Lake) are not directly accessible from the proposed Site

but through existing residential development of Ringstead village via approximately 900m

of public path (crossing Church Street). Given the limited quantum of residential

development proposed (up to 23 dwellings) and distance from the designated sites

significant impacts to designated habitats as a result of increased visitor pressure are

considered unlikely.

The site lies within the Impact Risk Zone of the above SSSI and while given the limited

quantum of development wastewater outputs from it are considered unlikely to

significantly impact water quality of the catchment where the appropriate sewerage

treatment facility lies within the catchment of the SSSI checks should be made to ensure the

facility has sufficient capacity to deal with the additional waste.

Habitats/Flora

The degree to which habitats receive consideration within the planning system relies on a

number of mechanisms, including:

• Inclusion within specific policy (e.g. veteran trees, ancient woodland and linear

habitats in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) or non-statutory site

designation,

• dentification as a habitat of principal importance for biodiversity under Natural

Environment and Rural Communities Act (NERC) 2006 or identification as a

Priority Habitat on the local Biodiversity Action Plan (LBAP).
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The loss of several small fields of species poor grassland as well as associated scrub, ruderal

and conifer plantation are not considered likely to have a significant impact on local wildlife

populations.

Native hedgerow and semi-natural broadleaved woodland are habitats of principal

importance under the NERC Act 2006 and these habitats are recommended for retention

wherever feasible within the proposals. Current proposals require loss of a large section of

the internal hedge and broadleaved woodland bordering Raunds Road (to facilitate

residential housing and access).

The loss of woodland, grassland and hedgerow would require provision of replacement high

and moderate distinctiveness habitats and hedgerow as defined by UKHab to provide net

gain/avoid net loss within the site.
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7.0 MITIGATION RECOMMENDATIONS

As there has very little change onsite since the previous ecological assessment, it is

considered that the previous mitigation recommendations provided remain suitable. These

are detailed below.

Protection during construction

It is likely that small excavations and trenches (e.g. for building foundations, drainage etc.)

will be created during the construction phase. Therefore, to ensure protection of any

animals that may traverse the site during the construction phase the following actions will

be implemented:

• Any excavations that need to be left overnight should either be covered or fitted

with a mammal ramp to ensure that any animals that enter the hole can safely

escape.

• Any open pipework with an outside diameter of greater than 100 mm must be

covered at the end of each work day to prevent animals entering/becoming

trapped.

• Any excavations or pipes left overnight should be inspected first thing the next

morning, and if an animal is found an appropriately qualified person should be

contacted.

Protecting nesting birds

To ensure protection of nesting birds in accordance with the Wildlife and Countryside Act,

1981 (as amended) the following action is required:

• Preferably undertake removal of the northern boundary hedge outside the bird

breeding season (bird breeding season is considered to be from 1st March to 31st

August).

• If this option is not feasible and hedge removal has to be undertaken inside the

bird breeding season, as defined above, then the clearance should proceed with

caution. If nesting birds or birds constructing a nest are present then work in that

area must cease until the nest is clear.
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Regardless of timing or findings of previous surveys, if nesting birds are found within the

site during any part of the construction phase, and will be potentially affected, then work

will stop and an ecologist consulted.

New boundary hedge

Along the proposed new southern boundary a mixed native hedgerow should be planted,

which connects to the existing western and eastern boundary hedges. Species for the new

hedgerow should be selected to supplement existing planting found locally and should

include a mix of native species. Please see Table 1 below for suggested species.

Table 2 – Recommended species for hedgerow planting

Hedgerow species

Blackthorn Prunus spinosa

Dog wood Cornus sanguinea

Field maple Acer campestre

Hawthorn Crataegus monogyna

Hazel Corylus avellana

Spindle Euonymus europaeus

Wild privet Ligustrum vulgare

Hedgerow tree standard species

Field maple Acer campestre

Oak Quercus robur

Wild cherry Prunus avium

The hedgerow will be planted as a double-belt hedge (rows 500mm apart) using whips

planted at 300mm centres. Small groups (5-8 whips) of the same species will be planted

along the line of the hedgerow to ensure good heterogeneity.

Each specimen will have a tree-stake for support, will be mulched and will be protected from

grazing animals using tree guards or protective fencing.
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Planting will preferably take place between November and March. Newly planted areas will

be inspected regularly for the first 5 years, and any dead plants will be replaced with new

specimens.

Once established, the hedgerow will be managed to create a dense, bushy structure at a

minimum height of 3m with foliage extending down to ground level. This will be achieved

with cuts to the top of the hedge every 2-3 years with the sides managed less intensively to

maintain an ‘A’ shape hedge. Cutting will preferably take place in January or February to

avoid bird nesting season and maximise retention of berries.

Lighting mitigation

In order to minimise potential impacts to nocturnal wildlife, accordance with the guidance

(BCT, 2018). This should include:

• Reducing height of lighting columns;

• Directing lighting away from green infrastructure;

• Limiting lighting proposals to the minimum required (below 1 Lux where feasible);

• Having lights that automatically turn off when not required;

• Use of white rather than yellow lighting; and

• The avoidance of lighting that emits high levels of blue/ultra-violet or red/infra-red

light.

In order to minimise the impact of light spill onto the southern site boundary which provides

suitable foraging locations for bats, rear light shields or Lanterns with integral shields should

be specified on lighting units where appropriate.

It is important that the lighting can be minimised by using accepted methods of lighting

control, essentially limiting illuminance and controlling light spill. It is proposed that the

external lighting shall be installed on 6m street lighting columns. Generally lighting shall be

selected to provide safety and security without polluting the site boundary.
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Bird Boxes

It is recommended that a total of 6 no integrated bird boxes should be installed within

buildings as part of the landscape scheme.  The boxes to be installed should include 3no

Ibstock Eco-habitat for Swifts and 3no 1SP Schwegler Sparrow Terrace boxes. Please see

Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.

In addition, it is also recommended that an additional 1no bird boxes installed within the

retained southern boundary woodland. These should be 1no Schwegler 1B bird box with a

26mm diameter entrance hole.

Figure 1 - Ibstock Eco-habitat for Swifts1

Figure 2 - 1SP Schwegler Sparrow Terrace boxes2

1 https://www.nhbs.com/ibstock-eco-habitat-for-swifts

2 https://www.nhbs.com/1sp-schwegler-sparrow-terrace
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Figure 3– Schwegler 1B Bird Box3

Bat boxes

It is recommended that a total of 6no integrated bat boxes should be installed within

buildings as part of the landscape scheme. These should be comprised of 6no Integrated Eco

Bat Boxes. Please see Figure 4 below.

It also recommended that an additional 1no bat boxes should be installed within the

retained woodland in the centre of the site. This bat box should be 1no Schwegler 2F general

purpose bat box as shown in Figure 5 below.

Figure 4 – Integrated Eco Bat Box4

3 https://www.nhbs.com/1b-schwegler-nest-box
4 https://www.nhbs.com/en/integrated-eco-bat-box
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Figure 5– Schwegler5

Hibernacula

It is recommended that 3no hibernacula are created within the retained woodland located

near the northern site boundary. The hibernacula should be constructed based on the

following design principles (Edgar, et al., 2010):

• Hibernacula should be positioned in sheltered locations, above the water table, in

areas that will not flood or regularly freeze in winter (e.g. frost hollows), and where

they will remain undisturbed;

• Minimum dimensions should be 2m length x 1m width x 1m height. The optimum

dimensions are 4m length x 2m width x 1m height;

• Where constructed on free-draining soils, hibernacula should be located below

ground level by excavating an area c.50cm deep and infilling with appropriate

material;

• A mixture of inert materials such as topsoil, rubble / hardcore, bricks (engineering

bricks are very good), timber / logs, etc. should be used. Contaminated soil /

materials should be avoided. Materials that will decompose should not be placed

below heavier materials, to reduce the risk of collapse. Materials should be

combined so that the larger spaces are filled with finer materials; and

5 https://www.nhbs.com/2f-schwegler-bat-box-general-purpose
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• Hibernacula should be capped with soil and turfed, leaving gaps at ground level so

that reptiles can easily access the hibernacula.

o The installation can be carried at any time of year. However, it is recommended that

they are constructed before autumn / late summer (August or early September) when

reptiles and amphibians seek a hibernation spot.

o For additional enhancement any logs or brash removed due to management is

recommended to be left in piles to provide more refugia areas, not only for reptiles

and amphibians but also other fauna, such as invertebrates and small mammals.

Figure 6: Illustrative design of hibernacula on impermeable substrate (A) and freed-draining soils (B) (Langton, et al.,
2001).
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8.0 FURTHER RECOMMENDED SURVEYS

Bats

Bat roost surveys were conducted on the site in 2021 and 2022. Typically bat roost surveys

are only valid for 12 months and since this assessment new guidelines have been released

which require roost surveys to be conducted using thermal imagery technology.  It is also

recommended that bat roost surveys are undertaken on Tree 29 to be removed.

Three bat roost emergence/re - entry surveys should be conducted on Building 5 and two

bat roost emergence/ re-entry surveys should be conducted on Tree 29. Bat roost surveys

should be conducted between May – August and should be conducted by suitably qualified

ecologists using electronic bat detectors and thermal imagery technology.

 It should be noted at the time of producing this report, the first update surveys

for Building 1, Building 5 and Tree 29 have been undertaken. These were

undertaken on the 22nd and 23rd of August 2023. The remaining surveys will be

undertaken in September 2023.

Reptiles

The unmanaged grassland provides some suitability for foraging and sheltering reptiles with

further suitability associated with the single field boundary hedge and woodland. Records

for grass snake have been returned at Kinewell Lake with connectivity via field boundary

and roadside hedgerows to the site.

As a result of suitable habitat present onsite, it is recommended that reptile surveys are

conducted onsite. Reptile surveys should be conducted by laying out 50x50cm roofing felt

mats across the site which should subsequently be checked on a total of seven occasions.

Reptile surveys should be conducted from March – August in suitable weather conditions in

order to assess the presence/absence of reptiles onsite.

 It should be noted at the time of producing this report, that the reptile mats have

been placed out onsite in order to settle for 2 weeks prior to commencement of

surveys. The surveys will be undertaken for reptiles in September 2023 in suitable

weather conditions.
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9.0 SUMMARY

Kedd Limited have been commissioned to undertake an update Preliminary Ecological

Appraisal (PEA) to determine the ecological status for land off Denford Road, Ringstead,

Northamptonshire (hereafter referred to as the site).

The PEA report was required in order to update the previous PEA undertaken by FPCR in

2021.

The Site comprised a horse feed factory unit of three buildings and an associated farm shop

(Nene Valley Country Store) fronting Denford Road and fields to the rear. At its north-

western edge adjacent the factory further single storey sheds were recorded in association

with tree cover.

The proposals are to construct 35 new residential buildings on the site in conjunction with

new infrastructure which includes access roads, footpaths, car parking and amenity

grassland gardens.

The loss of several small fields of species poor grassland as well as associated scrub, ruderal

and conifer plantation are not considered likely to have a significant impact on local wildlife

populations.

Native hedgerow and semi-natural broadleaved woodland are habitats of principal

importance under the NERC Act 2006 and these habitats are recommended for retention

wherever feasible within the proposals. Current proposals require loss of a large section of

the internal hedge and broadleaved woodland bordering Raunds Road (to facilitate

residential housing and access).

The Loss of predominantly grassland habitat as a result of the proposals is not considered

likely to have a significant impact on the designated sites of the River Nene valley, including

Kinewell Lake LWS.

Further protected species surveys have been recommended for roosting bats and for

reptiles. Mitigation recommendations have also been provided for nesting bird, for

hedgerow planting and for lighting within the site.

Mitigation enhancements have been provided for the following:

• Bird box provision;
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• 7 x Bat box provision;

• 7 x Bird box provision; and

• 3 x Hibernacula.
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Appendix A

Phase 1 Habitat Map - KD.RNG.1.ED.001
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Appendix B

Site Photographs



Plate 1. A view of amenity grassland and Building 7.



Plate 2. A view facing the north-western corner of the site boundary.



Plate 3. A view of grassland compartment F2 and the central species-rich hedgerow.



Plate 4. A view of grassland compartment F1.



Plate 5. A view of T29 with bat roosting potential.



Plate 6. A view of the coniferous plantation woodland.



Plate 7. A view of building 6 and tall ruderal vegetation.



Plate 8. A view of Building 1 with bat roosting potential.



Plate 9. A view of the existing hard-standing site.



Plate 10. A view of the site of building 1.
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Appendix C

Wildlife Legislation



Badgers (Meles meles)

In the UK the relevant legislation pertaining to Badgers is the Protection of Badgers Act 1992 and the

Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended). Under the Protection of Badgers Act it is an

offence to:

• Wilfully kill, injure, take possess or cruelly ill‐treat* a Badger, or attempt to do so;

• To intentionally or recklessly interfere with a sett# (this includes disturbing Badgers whilst

they are occupying a sett, as well as damaging or destroying a sett or obstructing access to

it).

* the intentional elimination of sufficient foraging area to support a known social group of

badgers may, in certain circumstances, be construed as an offence by constituting ‘cruel ill

treatment’ of a Badger.

# a sett is defined as ‘any structure or place which displays signs indicating current use by a

Badger’, with ‘current use’ defined by Natural England under interim guidance as over the

preceding few months prior to a likely interference/disturbance event.

Licences can be obtained from the SNCO for development activities that would otherwise be

unlawful under the legislation.

Bats

All British bats are European protected species and therefore receive protection under the

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended), making it an offence to:

• Deliberately kill, injure or capture a bat;

• Deliberately disturb bats, including in particular any disturbance which is likely to:

o impair their ability to survive, reproduce or to rear or nurture their young;

o impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; or

o significantly affect their local distribution or abundance.

• Damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of a bat;

• Possess or control any live or dead specimen or anything derived from a bat;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport a bat (live or dead, part or derivative) for the

purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

In addition, all British bats are listed under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as

amended), which contains further provisions making it an offence to intentionally or recklessly:



• Damage, destroy or obstruct access to any structure or place which any bat uses for shelter

or protection; or

• Disturb any bat while occupying a structure or place which it uses for that purpose.

Licences can be obtained from the Statutory Nature Conservation Organisation (SNCO) for

development activities that would otherwise be unlawful under the legislation.

Water Vole (Arvicola amphibius)

Water Voles are listed under the Priority Species under the UK Post-201 Biodiversity Framework and

protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), making it illegal to:

• Intentionally kill, injure or take a Water Vole;

• Possess or control a live or dead Water Vole, or any part of a Water Vole;

• Intentionally or recklessly disturb, destroy or obstruct access to any place that Water Voles

use for shelter or protection;

• Sell, offer for sale or advertise any live or dead Water Voles.

Otter (Lutra lutra)

Otters are a European protected species, listed under the Priority Species under the UK Post-201

Biodiversity Framework and therefore receive protection under the Conservation of Habitats and

Species Regulations 2017 (as amenede), making it an offence to:

• Deliberately kill, injure or capture an Otter;

• Deliberately disturb Otters, including in particular any disturbance which is likely to:

o impair their ability to survive, reproduce or to rear or nurture their young;

o impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; or

o significantly affect their local distribution or abundance.

• Damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of an Otter;

• Possess or control any live or dead specimen or anything derived from an Otter;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport an Otter (live or dead, part or derivative) for the

purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

In addition, Otters are listed under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended),

which contains further provisions making it an offence to intentionally or recklessly:

• Damage, destroy or obstruct access to any structure or place which an Otter uses for shelter

or protection; or

• Disturb an Otter while occupying a structure or place which it uses for that purpose.



Dormice (Muscardinus avellanarius)

Dormice are a European protected species, listed under the Priority Species under the UK Post-201

Biodiversity Framework and therefore receive protection under the Conservation of Habitats and

Species Regulations 2017 (as amended), making it an offence to:

• Deliberately kill, injure or capture a Dormouse;

• Deliberately disturb Dormice, including in particular any disturbance which is likely to:

o impair their ability to survive, reproduce or to rear or nurture their young;

o impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; or

o significantly affect their local distribution or abundance.

• Damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of a Dormouse;

• Possess or control any live or dead specimen or anything derived from a Dormouse;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport a Dormouse (live or dead, part or derivative) for the

purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

In addition, Dormice are listed under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as

amended), which contains further provisions making it an offence to intentionally or recklessly:

• Damage, destroy or obstruct access to any structure or place which a Dormouse uses for

shelter or protection; or

• Disturb a Dormouse while occupying a structure or place which it uses for that purpose.

Dormice are also a ‘Species of Principal Importance for the conservation of biodiversity’ listed under

section 41 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 20016 (NERC). Section 40 of the

Act places a ‘Biodiversity Duty’ on all public bodies to have regard to the conservation of biodiversity

which includes giving consideration to the restoration and enhancement of species and habitats.

Amphibians

All British amphibian species receive a degree of protection under the Wildlife & Countryside Act

1981 (as amended). The level of protection varies from protection from sale or trade only, as is the

case with species such as Common Toad (Bufo bufo) and Smooth Newt (Lissotriton vulgaris), to full

protection afforded to species such as Great Crested Newt (Triturus cristatus).

Great Crested Newt is a European protected species and as such receives full protection under the

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended), making it an offence to:

• Deliberately capture, injure or kill a Great Crested Newt;



• Deliberately disturb Great Crested Newts, including in particular any disturbance which is

likely to:

o impair their ability to survive, reproduce or to rear or nurture their young;

o impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; or

o significantly affect their local distribution or abundance.

• Deliberately take or destroy eggs of Great Crested Newts;

• Damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of Great Crested Newts;

• Possess or control any live or dead specimen or anything derived from a Great Crested

Newt;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport a Great Crested Newt (live or dead, part or

derivative) for the purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

Reptiles

All reptile species are listed under the Priority Species under the UK Post-201 Biodiversity

Framework and receive protection under the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), making

it illegal to;

• Intentionally kill or injure reptiles;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport reptiles (live or dead, part or derivative) for the

purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

In addition, due to their status as scarce species both Smooth Snake (Coronella austriaca) and Sand

Lizard (Lacerta agilis) are European protected species, protected under the Conservation of Habitats

and Species Regulations, 2017 (as amended). This affords them additional protection, making it

illegal to:

• Deliberately capture Smooth Snakes or Sand Lizards;

• Deliberately disturb Smooth Snakes or Sand Lizards, including in particular any disturbance

which is likely to:

o impair their ability to survive, reproduce or to rear or nurture their young;

o impair their ability to hibernate or migrate; or

o significantly affect their local distribution or abundance.

• Damage or destroy a breeding site or resting place of Smooth Snakes and Sand Lizards.

• Possess or control any live or dead specimen or anything derived from a Smooth Snake or

Sand Lizard.

Birds



All wild birds, their nests and eggs are protected throughout the breeding season (typically late

February to late August inclusive) under the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended). This

legislation makes it an offence to (with certain limited exceptions and in the absence of a licence)

intentionally:

• Kill or injure any wild bird;

• Take, damage or destroy the nest of any wild bird whilst it is in use or being built;

• Take or destroy the egg of any wild bird;

• It is also an offence to possess any live or dead wild bird or egg, or anything derived from a

bird or egg;

• Restrictions on trade and advertising also apply.

Schedule 1 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 is a list of the nationally rare and uncommon

breeding birds for which all offences carry special (i.e. greater) penalties. These species also benefit

from additional protection whilst breeding, as it is an offence to disturb adults or their dependent

young when at a nest.

The RSPB categorise British bird species in terms of conservation importance based on a number of

criteria including the level of threat to a species population status. Species are listed as Green,

Amber or Red. Red Listed species are considered to be of the highest conservation concern, being

either globally threatened and / or experiencing a high level of population decline (e.g. a reduction

in breeding population size greater than or equal to 50% over the past 25 years or since 1969, when

the first species assessment was made).

In addition, Birds are listed under Protection of Birds Act 1954 (as amended), which contains similar

protection to Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

Crayfish

White‐clawed Crayfish (Austropotamobius pallipes) are protected under the Wildlife and

Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended), making it an offence to:

• Take White‐clawed Crayfish from the wild;

• Sell, offer for sale, possess or transport White‐clawed Crayfish (live or dead, part or

derivative) for the purpose of sale or advertise for buying or selling.

Signal Crayfish (Pacifastacus leniusculus) are included in Part 1 of Schedule 9 of the Wildlife and

Countryside Act, 1981 (as amended), making it an offence to:

• Release or allow to escape into the wild any animal which is included in Part I of Schedule 9.
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Appendix D

Site Plan – 1258 - 42
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Appendix E

Landscape layout - KD.RNG.D.001




